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TWO PATH ANALYTIC MODELS OF TEST·RETEST RELIABILITY:
Examples from Social Psychology

Jaime B. Valera
Department ofAgricultural Education

University ofthe Philippines
at Los Banos

Two models of estimating test reliability are illustrated using the path analytic methods of Heise (1969)and
Wiley & Wiley (1970). The method is briefly described and empirical data from two studies are used to demonstrate
how test-retest reliability may beseparatedfrom respondents' stability.

The first case isfrom an evaluation ofeffects oftraining in afamily planning method involving 74adult subjects.
The measurement was on a knowledge test administered before and twice more after a training. The same general
design (one indicator three-wave model) was~pplied to an attitude test towards the environment on 30 high school
subjects in the second case. The original purpose ofthis second study was to validate the effects ofan attitude change
slide show to increase pro-environment attitudes.

This report shows that the first model.Heise' s, gives a similar reliability coefficient as the second model ofthe
Wileys' . The second model offers three separate estimates ofreliability, once for every testing ..The major difference
lies in the assumptions in 'the two models which can be tested in the second model. The estimated reliabilitles from
the two models were larger than simple re-test correlations. In the second case, an illustration oflow reliablllties
and stability coefficients is given. Some likely explanations for this are discussed.
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The test-retest method of determining reli
ability of tests is not frequently used because
administering the same test to the the same set of
subjects twice is problematic (Nunnaly, 1970;
Downie and Heath, 1974; Kidder, 1981) al
though intuitively, it is "the simplest approach to
determining the reliability coeff'icient :...
(Nunnaly, 1970, p. 22)." There are two major
disadvantages: (I) the retest coefficient, usually
the Pearson coefficient of correlation, does not
reflect error due to sampling and content and, (2)
the retest method does not take into account
memory and other similar factors within the in
dividual. The problem of unreliability due to
memory and other time dependent sources of
error is a consequence of either immediate or
delayed retesting. When two test administrations
are close to each other, say a day or a few days,
the retest estimates may be spuriously high.
When the two testing sessions are separated by a
time interval of several months, the opposite
effect of an underestimation of true reliability
may occur. For these reasons and the obvious
cost in re-administering tests, the test-retest
method is relegated to an academic principle, a
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text-book issue. It is not normally proposed nor
used in routine psychological and other behav
ioral studies.

Purpose

The following exposition outlines two path
analytic models as techniques of estimating true
reliability separate from test-retest stability. The
technique presented here is not new as it has been
pioneered in the sociological literature by Heise
(1969). This report presents occasions where
judgment of a test's reliability may be enhanced
through the use of path analysis and to offer some
contemporaryexamples in the Philippine setting.
To our knowledge, this technique is not well
known among psychological researchers and tes
ters.

Briefly, Heise's and later, Wiley and Wiley's
(.1970) methods are techniques that address the
problem of simple correlations as estimates of
time-bound sources of error. If there are under
or over-estimates of reliability, then the
researcher's responsibility is to determine the
extent of such errors. The second purpose is to
illustrate the two models using empirical exam-
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Fi~ure 1. Path model of the fundamental"

measurement equation x' =x+ e.
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pIes having three administrations of parallel ally ca"used by twoevents: (1) the true score.(x)
tests: a pre-test, a first post-test and a second and (2) errors represented by the random compo-
post-test. Thetwo examples also illustrate how nent, e. The arrows in Figure 1 are the paths
training may be evaluated for relatively long- labelled P2l and·P23. These represent effect

term and short-term effects. . parameters of a linear relationship from the pre-
The first model due to Heise (1969)' was, sumed true score (x) and itserror component (e).

explained and illustrated in an earlier paper These coefficients or paths are determinable by
(Valera, 1985). The same model will be repeated . using linear regression. In this illustration, Pil
here for clarification. and substantive purposes· is simply the standardized regression coefficient
since Wiley .and Wiley's 1970 model will be when we predictz' from x, the true score. Theo
difficult tounderstand withourthe historical and retically, the path from the error is estimable
substantive background which is in the work of. given that P2! is ,2. The path P23 is the contri-

Heise. ., bution to x' not attributable to x, that is 1 _ ,2:

,. The practical problem, however, is that ~« never
Path,Analysis and Reli,~bi1ity know~t~e true scores (x), and if we did, we do not

The intractability of the test-retest situation bother with the fallible observed score. The
may be resolved by the use of path analytic major contribution of path analysis in reliability
methods which is the main contribution of Heise estimation is to make:available a method of
(1969). This section outlines the application of estimation of the contributions (paths) from the
path. analysis although a detailed presentation truescore iftherewere multiple observationsof
will not be done here. (Those interested may look . the trait or characteristic being measured.
into the work done by Land, 1969; Duncan, A correction for-attenuation model can be
1975; Asher, 1976 and Kenny, 1979). illustrated using path analysis ..This Was shown

The fundamental equation for reliability is: by Heise (1969) and repeated by Yalera (1985).

It will be noted that the familiar correction for
attenuation formula for the correlation can be
mathernatically derived from a model ofparallel
tests illustrated in Figure 2 which shows two'

measurements (Xl and X2, Yl and Y 2) for two

traits or variables (x arid y). The correlation be
tween x and y can be shown to be equal to the

. correlation of the first measures of x and y di
videdby the product ofthe roots of the cross-cor

. relations of the two paral.tel measures of the
respective traits: .

( J

(

•

[2]'Xl~l .
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x = true score
x' =observed score
9 =errorcomponent
Pathmodelequation: x:= P21X +P23 9

so

rxy:= ~rxlx2ryly2. . .
The main assumption is that the two measures for
each of the traits are identical.or parallel.

. Furthermore, even if the contributions of the
L..Fr-o-m- ·th-e-d-o-m-a-in-sa-m-pl-.in-g-.m-o-d-e-l-(N-un-n~a"";l~""", r ~~ scores ar~ not C<tual: the p.aths.ar.~ ~~li de~er- .

1967) of parallel tests, we can express this equa- .. ml~a~le by path-analytic es~matIon, i.e, using
tion in a path' model as it is shown in Figure 1. ordinary least squares regression..
The observed score (x') is presumed tobe gener- i ; . •

. "
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Figure 2. Path model of a parallel test,

a multiple indicator system.

the paths connecting or joining xl and P2
through thetwotruescores. In short,wehavethe
correlation:

2
rxlx2 =p xtP21 [3]

Figure 3. Path model of a simple

test-retest measurement.

P
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If thevariable remains stableover time whichis
a strong assumption, then rxlx2 =P

221.
This

strong assumption means that P21 is 1.00.The
characteristic or,moreappropriately, thepersons
did not change from the first to the Second ad
ministration.
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Test-retest Models

The test-retest situation is illustrated in Fig
ure 3. Here we have two fallible measures over
time, Xl and X2. The corresponding true scores
are tl and t2. The errors for the two measure
ments are also indicated. The path P21 is the
coefficient which indicates the stability of the
variableover time.If thereareother"unknown"
factors that may affect the stability of the true
scores,theseareexplicitly "captured"intheerror
term, u2. This error, just as in any other path
model,is assumed tobe random. Itseffecton the
true score is the path coefficient P2u2;

An integral assumption for the test-retest
model is that the contribution of the true scores
on the observed scores remains essentially the
same.Thus,thepath isequaltoPxi ineithertime
periods.Another simplifying assumption forthis
andsimilarpath models is thateI ande2are not
correlated withthetruescores, Hence, thereisno

. connection (arrows) between errors and true
scoresjust as theerror term, u, is assumed to be
uncorrelated with xl and .t2 (rxlu = 0). Given
theseassumptions, it can be shown that the cor
relation between the first and the second mea
surements (rxlx2 =PxtP2lPxt) is theproductof

x = observed score
T = truescore
e = error

IfweallowthatP21 to befallible, or lessthan
1.00, then we would need to estimate Pxi. It is
clear by now that the stability coefficient is not
the same as the path Pxt- Given these, it is ex
pected that the correlation between J(S may be
estimated ifweknowthetwopaths.As, it is, there
is only one correlation (one equation) and there
are two unknowns. Thus, a simple test-retest
model willnotbe sufficient. We needadditional
equations (observations).

Heise's Medel:

Figure4 is Heise's model which solves this
inadequacy. There is an additional observation
x3 which implies an additional true score com
ponent, t3and its error term,u3

•
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This extension allows us to generate three
path modelequations for a "just identified"sys
tem of equations:

1

•

•

-.

[10]

[10.1]
'"

. '2
(rxlx3)

rxlx2 (rx2x3)

This can also be computed directly from, the
correlations by:

the correlation of the first and the third observa
tions or measures.This estimate is separate and
different from the changes in the true scores
whicharepresumably due to personcharacteris
tics (like memoryand other factors) and not due
to the test itself,

Using thispath model,Heise showed that we
have:

v , '

(1) stability coefficients (P21 and P32) and,. '

, a separate "
. (2) reliabilityestimate (Pxt).

There isa third stability coefficient that can ~,

estimated, thatk the stability from the first to

the thirdmeasurement. By appropriatealgebraic
manipulation (after determining the values for
P21 and Pbx: fromequation [9]), thiscoefficient
is:

";," .~.

[5]

[6]

[4]

2
rx2x3 =P ta P32

2 .>,
rxlx3'= P-XiP21P32

I':XT
\

j
x •

Xe I

e
1

Figure 4. Path modelof two retests

measurement (Adopted from Heise, 1969)

P
21

'2
rxlx2 =PxtP21Pxl =p xtP21

and, similarly:

'. ' .. ".. ~_...
so that we can estimatePx: from the squareroot.
of:

Substitutingequations [7] and [8] into equa- ,
tion [6] we have: . '.

rxlx2 (rx2X3)
rxlx3 ,= 2,

P xt . <,

", .(9).

[7]

, -' .[8]

and,

From the above we can obtain,

P21= rXlx2/P~t

The Model of Wiley and Wiley ..
Wiley and Wiley improved on the model of

Heise to what is now genericallycalled a "three
wave,one-indicatormodel."

Diagramatically, the test-retest model of the
Wileys is the same as that of Heise (see Figure
5) with one important exception." '

In Heise's modelwhichis very similar to the
one presented by the Wileys in Figure 5, the
reliabilities across time, PxtS are assumed to be
thesameso that the reliabilitybffhe'test reI~ai~s,
the-same in all three testing occasions.Thusthe '
reliability remains constant. Wiley and Wiley
argued that this -is not true in many instances.
Briefly, the Wileys suggested that if the basic

P:U = rxlx2 (':"x2x3) pathmodel (Figure I) is correct and if the reli- "
rxlx3 ' ' ability is-interpreted as the proportion of.the

'variance in the observed measurement (x) ac- .
, The reliabilitycoefficient, then, is the c6?,e~ ' 'counted for by the true component- (r), or "the

lationof the first and secondmeasurestimes the ratio-ofthe true component variance to theob-
, correlationof the secondand the thirddividedby . ' .

52 ' Philippine journal of Psycho~ogy ,
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Figure 5. Path model of a one indicator

three-wave model after Wiley & Wiley (1970)

servrd variance" (Borhnstedt, 1983, p. 73), the
total variance is the sum of the true score com
ponert and error variances as in the following
form..la for reliability:

ri = UI [12]

t2 = aUI + U2 [13]

t'3 = biau; + U2) + U3 [14]

Xl = tl + ei [15]

x2=t2+e2 [16]

X3=t3+e3 [17]

we can obtain the computational normal equa
tions whichdo not need the true scores (by sub
stituting the right hand side of equations [12],
[13]and [14] intoequations[15], [16] and [17]):

safelyassumeconstant reliability.The resulting
estimates from the model were shown to be bi
ased by the Wileys.

Furthermore, Wiley and Wiley have shown
that if thereliabilities are assumedto varyacross
time,the three-waveone-indicatormodelwill be
under-identified so that there will be more un
knownsthanavailableequations.However,they
have shown that if variances and co-variances
are used insteadof correlations, it is possible to
estimate the parameters of the model with the
restriction of assuming only that the error vari
ancesare equal. The detailedproofs and discus
sion on this are in Wiley and Wiley (1970) and
Wertset al. (1971).

The derivations of thecomputation formulas
for the reliabilty and stability co-efficients fol
lows:

Using Figure 5 and beginning with the nor
malpredictingequations([12], [13], [14]) forthe
true scores, as well as the equations ([15], [16],

[17]) for the observedscoresor measurements,

[11]

[11.1]

e
3

1- [Var(e)]
Var(x)

r··,
e

_ Var(t)
rxx-

Var(t) + Var(e)

It i: clear in this equation [11], that as the
error d.creases, the reliability approaches 1.00.

When LIe error is absolutelyzero, we have per
fect reli.ibility. Equation [11] may be rewritten
as the th.iratioof the truescorevariance(var (t))
divided~y theobservedvariance(var (x)) or, for
computa.ionalpurposes,a formulathat does not
involveCe true scores, rxx is:

•

•

r

•

With ~ lis clarificauon, Wiley and Wiley
showedthe: it is possiblefor the reliabilityof an
observed reasurernent to change without the
error varia; ce changing as it can be seen in
equation 11. This situation may be obtained in
caseswhere .he testedpopulation is not thesame
in the three occasions or when the variance
changes due to social and psychological pro
cessesover tine, In all thesesituationswecannot

Xl = UI + el

X2 = aUI + U2 + ei

X3 = b( aUI + u2) + U3 +f3

Following the rules for path analysis (which
areexplainedindetailby Duncan,1975) wemay
break down these normal equations in terms of
variances and co-variances with the necessary

•
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assumption that the variances of the errors are
equal, i.e.,V(el) =V(e~)= V(e3): b2[a2V(UI)'+ V(U2)] + V(U3) [22.1]

rx3x3 =b2[a2V(UI) + V(U2)] + V(U3) + Vee)

/

•

[I8]

and, using the rules of path analysis, S13 is
simply the productof stability from the first to
thesecondtestingand the stabilityofthe second
to the thirdtesting:

Usinga, b and ab for the respective unstandard
. ized slopes, we may estimate the stabilitycoef

ficients with the following computational
equations:

[25]

[24]
Sl2 =a[ . 2 .JV(Ul) 1

...Ja V(UI) + V(U2)

S23 = b [ . ~iV(uI) + V(U2) ]
. ...J.b2(a V(uI) + V(U2) + V(U3)

To estimate the true stability coefficients a
and b above are not sufficient since they' are
unstandardizedregression slopes. We may esti
mate the stability coefficients by noting that the. . /

pathcoefficientor standardized path regression
slope is equal to (in this example from variable
1 to 2):

a == [c(XIX2)]
V(Ul)

b =( (XIX3) ] . [19]
. C(XIX2)

. V(XI) = V (UI) + Vee)
2

V(X2)=a V(uI) + V(u2) + V(e)

V(X3) =b2[iV(UI) :+: V(U2)] + V(U3)
+ Vee)

C(XIX2) = aV(UI)

C(Xli:3) .= abV(UI)

C(X2X3) ::: b[a2(UI) + V(U2)]

Vee) =V(X2) - [C(X2X3)] [20]

b

V(UI) =V(Xl) - Vee) [20.1]

V(U2) = V(X2) - [ aC(XIX2) [20.2]

_.:t vee)]

V(U3) = V(X3) - [ br.(X2X3) + Vee)] [20.3]

From the above, we have six equations to esti
matesix unknowns: a, b, V(e), V(ui), V(U2)and
V(u3):

'V(xI), V(X2).and V(x3) are the variances of
themeasurements in the threetesting occasions.
The respective reliabilities of each testing may
thenbe computed usingvariables definedabove
with the formula for 'xlxl equation [11]:

V(UI) [21]
.r~lxl = V(uI)+V(e)

[26]

This can serve as a check for the following
derived equation for this stability.coefficient

. which is:

S - b [ ~)..] [27]
13-a -.j2 2

.b (a V(uI) + V(U2) + V(U3)

[22] From these formulas, the separatereliabilit
ies as well as the stabilitycoefficients could be
determined.

5.4 Phlllpplne Journal ofPsychology •
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Empirical Examples

Case1: Evaluating LongTermEffects
of Training

The data has been presented elsewhere
(Valera, 1982; 1985) and was the result of an
evaluation of a training for field workers of the
Population Commission in 1980. The design is a
pre-test, first post-test and a second post-test
panel observation. The first post-test was admin
istered immediately after a three-day training on
the Natural Family Planning method, in particu

lar the calendar method. The second post-test
was given to the same subjects six months later

to determine the relative long-term effects of
l'aining on the knowledge gained.

The tests were substantially the same multi
~)le-choice items. Nineteen of the items were the
-amein the three tests administered. The pre-test
~nd the first pre-test had 31 items wherein the 19
i ems were embedded. The second post-test had
C rly 19 items in it. The data is part of larger
a.ialysis which involved a Solomon-four-group
design. In this report, only those subjects who
tc ok the tests on all three occasions are relevant.
TIe subjects were 74 adults of varying educa
ti: nal attainments. The tests were group admin
is.zrcd.

Ccse 2:Validating an attitude scale

The second data set is from a recent unpub
lised study (Valera and Jerusalem, 1989) which
au. mpts to develop environmental attitude scale
in two Filipino languages (Pilipino and
Ce uano). There were three administrations of
an tttitude test towards the environment. This
inv. lved splitting into two a 20-item (5 point
Likert type scale) test previously selected
thrc.igh item analysis. A la-item test was ran
don: y administered for each of the testing occa
sion: . The purpose of the test was to determine
the \ alidity of the attitude scale through an-ex
perir lental exposure of subjects to a pro-environ
men; slide tape show.

Phlll;:plne Journal of Psychology

Briefly, if the scale was valid and if the slide
tape show was successful in investing positive
attitudes towards environmental conservation,
then the post-tests should show a gain or an
increased average (positive) attitude towards the
environment. (The scores were such that the
higher value indicated a positive attitude towards
the environment). The first post-test was admin
istered one week after the slide show. The second
post-test was administered about three weeks
after the first post-test to determine if the ob
served attitude change was also relatively long
term. The data used here is from 30 subjects
using the Pilipino version of the scale.

The subjects were junior high school students
of a vocational fishery school located on the
western side of Laguna de Bay. The attitude scale
was composed of two distinct parts, a general
environmental attitude scale and a specific set of
items for a coastal environment scale. Thus, there
were two lO-item sets. The tests were given
without dummy or other items besides the bio
graphical information questionnaire. The items
were not "hidden" unlike the knowledge item
tests in Case 1 above. It should also be noted that
since there were only a few items involved, the
second post-test had the same items, albeit in a
different order, as the pre-test. As in Case I, the
second post-test was not completely adminis
tered in a group. Some subjects had to be given
the test individually having been absent during
the group administration of the test. These were
a minority however, and did not exceed five
percent of the sample.

The Data

Table 1 summarizes the relevant data needed
for the panels: (2A) a sub-scale concerning the
coastal environment and (2B), another for the
general attitudes towards the environment.

Case 1 has smaller absolute means since it is
a correct or wrong type of test with a maximum
of 17 points while case 2 scores are averages of
10 items with a maximum of 5 points per item.

ss



Table2. The reliabilitiesandstability coefficientsfor Case 1
in the Heiseand Wil~ & Wiley models.

• Thediagonalsaretheva~iances(V:s) ;the uppertrianglecontain the
covariances(C's)whiletheIo-rtriangle ofthematricesforeach
case containsthe bivariatecorrelations( r's).

Note: Case 2A is a summaryof attitudescale scores specdicto the
coastal environment;Case 2B scores are for the general atti-'
tude. towardsthe environment. - '

Results and Discussion

Using the values in Table 1, Tables 2, 3 and
4, give the results for Heise's and the Wileys'
models. "

• Usingequations[9] for model 1; (21).[22]. [23] for model.2.

"Using equations(7].[8]and (10)for mode)1; [24).[25)and [27)for
model2.

••• Usingequations [18]. [19]. [20). [20.1).[20.2)and. [20.3j.

Note: To distinguishreliabilityfrom correlation.the following tables
and the discussion.reier to reliabil~y coefficientsas "rei:

J

•

.-

,

•

•

MOdel2
( Wiley & Wiley)

rei 11 - 0.503

rei 22 - 0.423.

rei 33 - 0.489
1.1'65

0.912

0.768

V(e) -5.687

A-.991

B•.853

V(ul) ~ 5.77
V(u2) --1.49

Model 2
, (Wiley& Wiley)

rei 11- 0.607

rei 22 • 0.689

rei 33'- 0.693 .
0.356 '

O.58t

0.215

VIe) - 2.777 '

A-.426

B- .803
V(ul) - 4.29

V(u2) - 5.38

V (u3) -2,.31

S12 1.007

S23 0.796

S13. 1.264

S12 0.327

S23 0.783

S13 . 0.256

Modell
(Heise)

(Pm - 9.703

Modell
(Heise)

(Pm - 0.427

.'!' ~

PathCoefficients.

Reliabil~y

Stabil~ies

Reliabil~y

PathCoefficients

~tabil~ies

Table3. Reliabilities and stabilityCoefficients for Case 2
(Specificalt~udes towardsthe coastalenvironment)
" forthe Heiseand Wiley &Wiley models.

Table 4. Reliabilitiesand stabil~y coefficientsfor Case 2B
(Generalattitudestowardsthe environment) .

scores for the Heise and Wiley & Wiley mooels. .

. .'
The path coefficients found for Model 2

showtheestimatedvaluesfor theerrors.v(e) and
the V(u's). The coefficients A and H.are the
unstandardized path coefficients representing
the stability from one period to another.,The
small error (0.307) is consistent with the high

is equai to 6~983. This is ~s it should be when the
assumptions of Model 1 are correct. There are
slight differences between the stability coeffi
cientsof the twomodelsby thegeneral trendand \
conclusions that could be made from these are .'
substantivelythesame. This means that the larg
est 'stability, due to the short time interval, is
betweenthefirstand secondtesting (pre-testand
the first post-test).The least or smallest stability
is between the first and the third testing (Le.,

.betweenthe pre-test and the second post-test).

Model2 '
(Wiley& Wiley)

rell1 • 0.979

rei 22 - 0.983

rei 33 - 0.958

0.601

0.307

0.215

V(e) - .307
A-.64B

B -.327 '

V(ul)_ 14.90

OV(u2) - 11.07

V(~3) - 5.13

Stabil~ies" S12 0.600

S23 0.508

S13 0.305

PathCoefticient.···

Modell
(Heise) .

Reliabil~y' (Pxn - 0.983

Table 1. Variances.eovarlances.correlatiens'andmeanscores
for the pre-testand post-testof the knowledgetest

and altitudeto the environmentscales.

1.P.....te.t 2. 'Post-tesl1 3,Post-te.t2 . Means

Case 1(n_74)

1.Pre-test Vl.15.21 CI2-9.66 CI3-03.16 ,10.8

2. Post -test1 rI2-0.59 V2-.17.64 C23.5.67' 12.3

3. Post-test2 rl3-00.3O 123-0.50 V3-07.29 11.1

Case 2A (n-3O)" ,

1.Pre-test VI- 7.07 CI2-1.83 CI3-01.46 33.4,

2. Post-test1 rI2_0.23 V2:-8.94 C23-4.95 35.4

3. Post-test2 rI3-0.18 123-0.55 V3-9.06 35.2

ICase 28

1. Pre-test 1 Vl-ll.47 ' C12- 5.72 C3-4.BB 33.3

2. Post-test1 rI2-0.54 V2-9.87 C23- 3.56 35.3

3. Past-test2 rI3-0.43 123-0.34 V3-11.15 34.3

In Table 4, the coefficients from.Model I,
Heise's model, are similar to those in Model t
Inparticular, the reliabilitycoefficient in Model
.1 (path Pxt) is exactly the same as. the second
reliability coefficient in Model 2 (rel 22), which

S6
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reliabi .ty coefficients in the three testing peri
ods. Tris should be the case since the reliability
is din: ctly a function of the ratio of the error
variar ce to the total variance (equation [1Ll]).
The Crrors of the true component from time I

throi.jh time 3 are not unreasonable but their
relat: 'Ie large values indicate why the stability
coef. icients are low.

"able 3 shows that the reliability coefficient
in~' odell is similar to the one obtained in Model
2 (rcl 22). Model 2 shows the refinement that is
inr. xluced by the governing assumptions such
tha. the reliability across the three administra
ticis of the test cannot be said to be constant. The
vaiance of the error is also relatively larger than
tht of Case 1. This error variance is up to 39
p.rcent (2.77/7.07 x 100) of the lowest variance
c the three tests. In Case 1 the relative size of
te error variance is less than one half of one
~'ercent which explains the higher reliabilities in
::ase I when compared to that of Case 2A. The
-tability coefficients show that there was a de
clining stability among test-takers through time
with high stability between the second to the
third testings (S23). In sum, the test for specific
attitudes towards the coastal environment has
been nominally if not moderately reliable.

Case 2B shows what happens when both the

test reliabilities and the stability are low due to a
relatively large error variance which was up to

56 percent of the observed test variances. It will
be noted that one of the variances for the true
component, V(U2), turned out to be negative-a

theoretical impossibility. Variances are an aver
age sum of squares which can never be negative.
Thus, an assumption of the model has beenvio
lated. This may indicate that some interdepend
ence could be operating so that the model as
drawn in Figure 4 is not acceptable. A possible
model is one that has some of the errors (V(u's»
correlated with the true components or with other
errors, or the measurement errors (V(e» are not
equal and independent of the x's, the observed
variances. In any case, the coefficients show why
the reliabilities and stabilities are not large.
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It suggests that conclusions regarding the
change in mean levels which imply the effect of
the slide show on attitudes may not be supported
since the measurement is unreliable. The fact that
we have observed inconsistent error variances
illustrates the importance of explicitly stating the
assumptions regarding the measurements being
performed. In Case 2B, we see the untenability
of the conclusions about the changes between
testing periods. The mean score differences are
statistically significant, that is, the mean for the
pre-test against the means of the post-tests are
significant well beyond the usual level (p =.05).
Thus, the validity of the change of the mean
attitude levels is vitiated by poor reliability esti

mates.
One interesting result which seems to violate

expectations is the fact that the last two reliabilit
ies (rei 22 and rei 33) for Case 2A are larger than
the reliability of the pre-test. A parallel situation
is also observed for the stability coefficients.
Stability SI2 is lower than S23. This appears
unusual since the first two testing periods are
closer to each other (one week) than the last two
(three weeks). This is probably due to the fact
that the second post-test and the pre-test had the
same items. This explains why the third reliabil
ity is high and stability coefficie~t S23 is larger
than S12. It is possible that the three-week sepa
ration was not enough to erase recognition of the
same items though the second test (first post-test)
had a different set of items. It is apparent why the
subjects appear to be more stable in second to the
third test administration than between the first
and the second administration of the test.

Furthermore, the 10-item attitude tests for
Case 2 may have contributed to low reliabilities.
In general, and other things being equal, tests
with more items have higher reliabilities. How
ever, Case 2A illustrates that so long as the
assumptions are satisfied and the test-takers are
not as unstable as they apparently were in their
responses to the general environment items
(Case 2B), this need not be the case ..
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